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a b s t r a c t

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) allows high-resolution and noninvasive imaging of the structure

of the retina in humans. This technique revolutionized the diagnosis of retinal diseases in routine

clinical practice. Nevertheless, quantitative analysis of OCT scans is yet limited to retinal thickness

measurements. We propose a novel automated method for the segmentation of eight retinal layers in

these images. Our approach is based on global segmentation algorithms, such as active contours and

Markov random fields. Moreover, a Kalman filter is designed in order to model the approximate

parallelism between the photoreceptor segments and detect them. The performance of the algorithm

was tested on a set of retinal images acquired in-vivo from healthy subjects. Results have been

compared with manual segmentations performed by five different experts, and intra and inter-

physician variability has been evaluated as well. These comparisons have been carried out directly

via the computation of the root mean squared error between the segmented interfaces, region-oriented

analysis, and retrospectively on the thickness measures derived from the segmentations. This study

was performed on a large database including more than seven hundred images acquired from more

than one hundred healthy subjects.

1. Introduction

Recently, optical coherence tomography (OCT) has revolutio-

nized the clinical imaging of the retina, the eye fundus membrane

including the photosensitive tissues of the eye. OCT is a recent

real-time imaging modality that allows the acquisition of high-

resolution cross-sectional images of thin layers of biological

tissues [1]. OCT is based on the principle of the Michelson

interferometer and can be seen as the optical equivalent of

echography [2].

The spectral domain OCT technology now reaches a 5ÿ10 mm

resolution while the high acquisition speed reduces motion

artifacts, allowing reliable image averaging [3,4]. The introduction

of the tracking laser tomography, a technology which enables

real-time tracking of eye movements, provides precise location

information and improves the OCT image quality [3]. Innovative

segmentation approaches can now be proposed for automatically

analyzing the retina OCT images, while reaching a better accuracy

and a better reliability. We refer to [5] for an overview of general

segmentation approaches. Then, measures derived from the

segmented retinal layers (Fig. 1) will help to better understand

the anatomy of the human fovea.

Given the difficulty and the tedious nature of performing

manual segmentations (by physicians), a number of automated

approaches [6–15] have been proposed in order to segment the

different retinal layers. Although there are differences among

existing methods, most of them rely on three main steps:

pre-processing, interface detection and post-processing.

The pre-processing step aims at improving the quality of the

OCT image. We can distinguish three main methods, used

independently or in combination:

� attenuation of the noise by applying mean filters [6], median

filter [7,8], Gaussian filter [8,9] or nonlinear diffusion

filters [10–12];

� OCT image enhancement, by performing image equaliza-

tion [9], applying directional filters [9] or coherence-enhanced

diffusion filtering [10];

� A-scans (columns) alignment with regard to a reference retina

layer, determined by cross correlation of adjacent columns [6]

or with regard to an already detected interface [9,11].

The filtered OCT images are then passed to the interface detection

process. This second step is generally based on the search for peak
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intensity in each pre-processed A-scan, each one considered

separately. Thus, authors make extensive use of local boundary

detection methods, as local profile analysis or local gradient

analysis [6–11,13]. The most used filter is the first derivative of

a 1D Gaussian kernel, whose standard deviation is tuned in order

to obtain a compromise between robustness and accuracy. These

methods exploit knowledge about the relative position and

relative intensity of the retinal layers. For example, the authors

in [7] use the fact that GCL+IPL (Ganglion Cell Layer + Inner

Plexiform Layer) and OPL (Outer Plexiform Layer) appear brighter

than INL (Inner Nuclear Layer) and ONL (Outer Nuclear Layer).

However, these methods are not very robust to noise and varying

contrast, due to their local nature, and lack of global consistency.

Moreover, they generally require a lot of parameters empirically

tuned [6,11].

For this reason, further processing steps are often required to

select and label the significant edges. Several approaches have

been proposed in order to achieve this third stage, namely the

post-processing stage. A first idea is to check the continuity of the

detected points [6,7,10,11]. The missing points are then obtained

by interpolation (linear interpolation [10], elliptic Fourier approx-

imation [8]), or model fitting imposing that the searched curve

passes through one point at the foveola [10]. In other methods,

the positions of the detected edges are compared with retina

models [7,9]. For example, Bagci et al. use a normalized retina

model giving the average location of each boundary [9]. In the

same way, a mathematical model of the retinal structure is

defined as a Markov process in [7], to identify, complete, and

characterize the interfaces. These methods require a prior training

phase which may be a limitation for clinical routine.

Contrary to the approaches described previously, some authors

propose methods based on global optimizations, performed by

maximizing a cost function that integrates local information on

contours or regions. These algorithms allow one to better take into

account the regularity of the retinal layers. However, the relevant

pixels have to be preselected, either by local methods previously

cited [8], or by checking the regularity and the relative position of

the possible interfaces, which needs many parameters [11,12].

Very recently, a new global method was presented to deal with

the presence of noise and realize the simultaneous segmentation of

all retinal layers [14]. It uses an active contour with an external force

following the gradient of the image through a vector fitness function

kernel. This algorithm produces good results on retinal regions

where the contours are approximately parallel. Nevertheless, it

seems impractical around the foveal depression (in the center of

the macula), since all interfaces almost coincide at the foveola.

Finally, it is worth mentioning other kinds of approaches that

are mostly region oriented. Baroni et al. characterize the retina

tissues through indices derived from co-occurrence matrices and

train a neural network in order to classify the pixels into retinal

layers [15]. The main advantage is that no a priori about the

relative position of the interfaces is needed, allowing to apply

the algorithm on pathological images. Nevertheless, the obtained

results show a lack of accuracy. Fuzzy membership degrees have

also been defined and incorporated into a global optimization

process, in order to extract the inner retinal layers [12]. This

method still requires some anatomical prior knowledge to initi-

alize the parameters defining the membership functions, in order

to cope with the image varying contrast.

Despite the noticeable level now reached by the research in

this domain, all retinal layers are not yet detected. In particular,

only two interfaces are detected in [7], three in [8], five in [6], six

in [11], seven in [10], and eight in [9]. Moreover, the segmenta-

tion is not always made around the foveola [10,11,14].

The specific purpose of this work is to develop a completely

automated and reliable segmentation method, that is accurate

and robust to the variability of images and morphologies. In

addition it should be applicable to images acquired from different

devices and on a large data base including hundreds of images.

For this, we propose to avoid very local analysis method and to

apply more global segmentation algorithms, such as active

contours, k-means and Markov random fields, combining local

and global information. Another originality of our approach is the

modeling of the approximate parallelism between the layers,

based on a Kalman filter. As a result, nine interfaces of the retina

can be determined in the foveal region, including the interface

between the inner segments of photoreceptors (IS: Inner Segments

of the photoreceptors) and the outer nuclear layer (ONL), which, to

our knowledge, had not yet been addressed until now.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: the

segmentation method is presented in Section 2, experiments,

including quantitative measurements, are discussed in Section 3.

This paper extends our preliminary work presented in [16], in

particular by improving the proposed segmentation method

mainly for the detection of HRC layers. In addition, results have

been improved and are obtained on a much larger database of

images, coming from different acquisition devices.

2. Segmentation

The images were acquired with the 3D OCT-1000 (Topcon) [4]

and the Spectralis HRA+OCT (Heidelberg) [3] imaging systems,

to provide vertical and horizontal retina cross-sections. Examples

are displayed in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional OCT image of the retina, acquired with the 3D OCT-1000, Topcon [4], and retinal layers definition.



Fig. 3 depicts the flowchart of the proposed analysis process.

The images are first pre-processed, in order to extract the OCT

data and remove noise. Then, we use anatomical knowledge

about the relative position of the retinal layers and their appear-

ance in the OCT images, to detect and localize sequentially the

retinal layers. The two first steps consist of the detection of the

interfaces presenting the highest contrasts, namely the contours

of the hyper-reflective complex (HRC) and the inner limiting

membrane (ILM: Inner Limiting Membrane) (see Fig. 1). At this

stage, the retina area is completely delineated. The analysis of the

inner boundary of the HRC is then refined so that the inner (IS)

and outer (OS: Outer Segments of the photoreceptors) photorecep-

tor segments are accurately localized. The last two steps aim at

aligning the images and segmenting the inner retinal layers

(RNFL: Retina Nerve Fiber Layer, GCL+IPL, INL, OPL, ONL).

2.1. Pre-processing

The images are first cropped, in order to extract the OCT data,

and normalized between 0 and 1. Table 1 summarizes the typical

sizes, section width, and resolution of the obtained images

depending on the OCT device.

Note that the actual values may vary around these typical

values among the cases, and are not always precisely known.

A nonlinear diffusion filter [17] is applied to the image (Fig. 4).

This filter performs better than median or Gaussian filters since

edges are better preserved.

In what follows, we denote by W and H the image width and

height. The coordinates are defined by the origin at the top left

corner, the vertical x-axis and the horizontal y-axis.

2.2. Detection of the hyper-reflective complex (HRC)

The hyper-reflective complex includes the ChCap, RPE (Retinal

Pigment Epithelium) and OS layers, and appears as a high intensity

image strip above the choroid. The segmentation proceeds in

three sequentially applied steps. First, a pixel (x0,y0) belonging to

the HRC is selected as the maximum response of an average filter

applied on the central column (y0¼W/2). Then, the profile

analysis allows estimating roughly the HRC thickness THRC. The

second step consists in detecting the HRC median line. A Gaussian

1-D filter, whose standard deviation is set to s¼ THRC=2, is applied

column-wise in order to provide a vertically smoothed image

S(x,y). Starting from the inner point (x0,y0), the HRC median line

is iteratively deduced, column by column, by looking for the

maximum output of the following recursive low-pass filter:

Cðx,yÞ ¼ ð1ÿaÞSðx,yÞþaCðx,y71Þ ðÿfrom left to right,þfrom right to leftÞ

ð1Þ

Fig. 2. Examples of vertical cross-sections provided (a) by the Spectralis [3] and (b) by the 3D OCT-1000 [4]; both images are resized with the same scale factor.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed segmentation method.

Table 1

The characteristics of both types of images.

Topcon Spectralis

Typical sizes ðpixelsÞ, H�W 450�600 496�1537

Section width (mm) 6 9

Horizontal resolution ðmm=pixelÞ 10 6.0

Vertical resolution ðmm=pixelÞ 2.6 4.0



In this method, the S(x,y) coefficients are continuously integrated

before making the decision, in order to model the continuity of

the searched layer. Setting a¼ 0:9 leads to a regular median line,

despite the residual noise and the retinal blood vessel shades

(Fig. 5b). The third step aims at localizing the HRC contours. We

first apply a k-means classification (k¼3 classes) (Fig. 5a). The

regions containing the median line and labeled (k¼2) are selected

and their upper boundary defines the inner contour of the HRC.

The cumulative profile of the intensity image, computed along the

median line and centered on it, allows us to determine the

approximate distance between the median line and the HRC

outer boundary, providing a good and regular estimation of this

one, whatever the contrast between the HRC and the choroid

(Fig. 5b). Thus, it is possible to initialize an active contour [18],

which will converge accurately towards the boundaries (Fig. 5c).

The active contour consists of a curve XðsÞ ¼ ½xðsÞ,yðsÞ�,sA ½0,1�, that
moves through the spatial domain of an image to minimize the

following energy functional:

EðXÞ ¼
Z 1

0

1

2
ðajXuðsÞj2þbjXuuðsÞj2þEImageðXðsÞÞÞ ds ð2Þ

where a and b are controlling the rigidity and the tension of the

contour, respectively, hence the regularization. The image term

(data fidelity) is computed as a spatial diffusion of the gradient of

an edge map derived from the image.

The active contour is used for regularization purpose. Search-

ing for a local minimum of the energy functional ensures the

global consistency of the segmentation results.

2.3. Localization of the inner limiting membrane (ILM)

The k-means classification image (Fig. 5a) is again used in

order to provide a first localization of the ILM. Given that the

vitreous pixels are predominantly classified in class 1 (corre-

sponding to the darkest regions), while the inner retina pixels are

labeled 3 or 2, the following algorithm can be applied. Each image

column is scanned from top to bottom. The pixel boundary is

identified as the first pixel classified in class 3, if it is found above

the HRC, or as the first pixel classified in class 2, otherwise.

However, this method does not provide a continuous interface,

due to the presence of noise in the vitreous and inner layers.

Consequently, the obtained results are only used to select two

pixels presenting the highest gradients on the left and right parts

of the image. Then, an edge-tracking algorithm, based on the

maximization of the local mean gradient, is applied, starting from

the two selected pixels. Both obtained curves are merged by

choosing the solution that maximizes the mean gradient on the

non-coincident parts. The ILM boundary such defined is then

refined and regularized by applying the active contour algorithm.

Finally, the foveola F(xF,yF) is defined as the ILM curve pixel whose

x-coordinate is maximal in the central area (Fig. 6).

2.4. Segmentation of the photoreceptor segments (IS, OS)

The junction between the inner (IS) and the outer (OS)

segments of the photoreceptors appears as a bright narrow band

just above the RPE+ChCap layer, with a larger separation around

the foveola y-coordinate. We apply a peak detector on an image

area determined with respect to the HRC. The maxima are

detected in each column and labeled in order to form peak lines

(Fig. 7a). Then, the IS/OS junction extraction process is initialized

by selecting the peak line that minimizes the distance to the inner

side of the hyper-reflective complex. Other peak lines are itera-

tively selected in order to complete the detection of the IS/OS

junction, based on two criteria defined with respect to the current

detected curve: similar mean distance with respect to the HRC, no

Fig. 5. (a) k-means segmentation (label 1 in black, label 2 in green, label 3 in red); (b) median line (red) deduced from a first inner point (yellow) and a first approximation

of the HRC contours (cyan) used as initialization of an active contour; (c) final HRC segmentation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Result of a non-linear diffusion filter [17], applied on an image acquired with the Spectralis device.



horizontal overlap. The detected curve is used as initialization of

an active contour algorithm to provide a continuous and regular

curve (Fig. 7b). The interface between the ONL and the IS layers

corresponds to a second fine line, parallel to the IS/OS junction,

but less bright and more noisy. We propose to apply a Kalman

filter [19] to track column by column the ONL/IS boundary. The

Kalman filter is defined by a state vector X, that characterizes

the tracked pixels, and a theoretical model that allows predicting

the evolution of X. In our application, the state vector includes the

intensity value of the pixel and its distance to the IS/OS line, and

both values are supposed to be constant along the searched curve.

Note that the distance provides an information about the paralle-

lism between lines, as an original feature of our approach. State

noise and measurement noise variances complete the model. All

the parameters are dynamically initialized from the peak lines

found just above the IS/OS junction, except the state noise which

has been set for all images.

The Kalman equations (3) formalize the principle of predic-

tion/update, realized in three steps.

X ¼
Intensity

Distance

� �

Prediction:

X̂ ðn j nÿ1Þ ¼ FX̂ ðnÿ1 j nÿ1Þ

Update:

X̂ ðn j nÞ ¼ X̂ ðn j nÿ1ÞþGðnÞ YðnÞÿX̂ ðn j nÿ1Þ
� �

ð3Þ

Firstly, the state vector X̂ ðn j nÿ1Þ at column n is predicted from

the previous estimate X̂ ðnÿ1 j nÿ1Þ, according to the evolution

model (F is the identity matrix in our application). Secondly, a

measure Y(n) is made in the image, by seeking the maximum

intensity pixel around the predicted position. Thirdly, the error

between the prediction and the measure is computed in order to

correct the prediction and provide the new state vector estimate

X̂ ðn j nÞ. The correction is weighted by the filter gain G(n), the

optimal Kalman gain, which is also adjusted at each iteration.

Nevertheless, when no image pixel fits the prediction, the

predicted value is kept and no measure is integrated in the filter.

This allows overcoming the problem of short interruptions. The

process stops after several iterations without acceptable

measures. The detected curve is then regularized by applying an

active contour. The proposed method leads to an accurate

localization of the ONL/IS boundary, despite the low contrast

and the noise, as illustrated in Fig. 7b.

A second Kalman filter could be applied on the gradient image,

to deduce the inner side of the RPE layer (i.e OS/RPE boundary)

from the outer side of the RPE+ChCap layer (i.e. the outer side of

the HRC), since both curves are almost parallel as can be observed

in Fig. 8d. The method works very well for images of good quality

but fails on a number of configurations for which the contrast and

the parallelism are simultaneously lost. For this reason, a less

accurate but more robust approach is proposed.

The thickness TRPE+ChCap of the RPE+ChCap layer is first

estimated around the foveola, based on the k-means segmenta-

tion (Fig. 8a) realized between the IS/OS junction and the HRC

outer boundary, with k¼2 classes. This provides a first estimation

of the RPE+ChCap inner boundary, by simply shifting the outer

boundary by TRPE+ChCap pixels upwards (Fig. 8b). Then, a local

analysis is performed around this curve on each image column.

Given an y-coordinate, the OS/RPE edge pixel is defined as the

first gradient maximum found just under the intensity minimum,

this one being itself located below the IS/OS junction. The

detected points form a curve (Fig. 8c) that is then regularized

by applying an active contour (Fig. 8d).

2.5. Alignment and clivus determination

The image is aligned by performing vertical column translation

against the outer side of the RPE+ChCap layer. The clivus is

defined by the two highest points of the ILM found on both sides

of the foveola, denoted by (xCl,yCl) and (xCr,yCr), as illustrated

in Fig. 9.

The foveola position is refined by maximizing the distance

between the ONL/IS and the OS/RPE interface.

Fig. 6. Detection of the ILM, and first localization of the foveola.

Fig. 7. ONL/IS and IS/OS localization: (a) detection and labeling of the intensity maxima; (b) final result obtained after concatenation for the IS/OS interface and with the

Kalman filter for the ONL/IS interface.



2.6. Inner layer segmentation (RNFL, GCL+IPL, INL, OPL, ONL)

The inner layers are very noisy and low contrasted. This

observation led us to choose a region-oriented segmentation

approach. Especially, the Markov Random Field (MRF) [20]

segmentation method allows us to model the noise and to take

into account spatial interactions between connected pixels. In our

application, the classification is performed according to the

Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion, i.e. by looking

for the label configuration that maximizes the probability of the

class field (the labels) conditionally to the observation field

(the intensity image). This optimal configuration corresponds to

a minimum state of an energy function, defined as follows.

Let us denote by Pðfs j ws ¼ iÞ the probability distribution of the

pixel intensities (fs), conditional to the class i. The analysis of the

image intensity within inner retinal regions showed empirically

that the image noise is Gaussian. The probability distribution is

then defined by

Pðfsjws ¼ iÞ ¼ 1
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

si

e
ÿðfsÿmi Þ

2

2s2
i ð4Þ

where mi and si are, respectively, the mean and the standard

deviation. We use the Potts model [21] jðws,wtÞ to express the

interactions between the 8-connected sites s and t. Under these

assumptions, the energy function is defined by

Uðw j f Þ ¼
X

s

ðfsÿmws
Þ2

2s2
ws

þ lnð
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

sws Þ
" #

þb
X

ðs,tÞ
jðws,wtÞ ð5Þ

mws
¼ mi and sws ¼ si given ws ¼ i.

The first term is related to the image data, while the second

one is a regularization term. The parameter b, empirically set,

weights the relative influence of both. We first apply the k-means

algorithm to initialize the labels and estimate automatically the

noise parameters ðmi,siÞ from the classification results. So, the

segmentation process is fully unsupervised. Then, the energy

function is minimized by running the simulated annealing (SA)

algorithm [22]. This segmentation method is applied several

times, on the nonpre-processed aligned image, the region of

interest being adjusted each time. The contours are deduced from

the labeled image, and regularized by the active contour. More

details are given in what follows for each layer. The final results

are shown in Fig. 13.

2.6.1. RNFL

The retinal nerve fiber layer is segmented by applying the

k-means algorithm on the top part of the aligned image, around

the ILM membrane, with k¼2 classes. As the contrast is very high,

the classification results are very homogeneous (Fig. 10a) and the

MRF classification is not required. The clusters corresponding to

the higher mean intensity and connected to the ILM membrane

are selected. From this first result, it is easy to deduce the

contours of the RNFL, on both sides of the foveola (Fig. 10b),

and to regularize them by applying the active contour algorithm

(Fig. 13).

2.6.2. ONL

The k-means/MRF segmentation process is applied on the

foveal region (Fig. 11a), defined horizontally by the clivus, limited

vertically by the ILM or the RNFL and by the ONL/IS boundary,

Fig. 9. Alignment and clivus determination.

Fig. 8. Localization of the OS/RPE boundary: (a) k-means for the RPE+ChCap thickness estimation; (b) first estimation of the RPE+ChCap inner boundary; (c) result

obtained with the local analysis; (d) final result obtained after regularization.



with k¼3 and b¼ 2. The ONL appears as the cluster correspond-

ing to the lowest mean intensity (label 1) just above the ONL/IS

boundary. So the OPL/ONL boundary can be easily deduced from

the labeled image (Fig. 11b). It is then regularized using the active

contour algorithm (Fig. 13).

2.6.3. INL

This layer appears less bright than its neighbors. The region of

interest is now more restricted, knowing the location of the OPL/

ONL interface (Fig. 12a). The method is applied with k¼2 classes

and b¼ 5, on the left and right parts independently, since the

average contrast may be slightly different on both sides. Clusters

of low mean intensity (label 1) and connected to the upper

boundary of the region of interest are fused with the surrounding

cluster (label 2). The location of the searched boundary is then

estimated at four y-coordinates ðyCl,yCl=2,yCr=2,yCrÞ and forced at

the foveola yF to pass between the ILM and the OPL/ONL interface.

These five points are linearly interconnected to provide a first

estimate of the searched boundary (Fig. 12b).

Finally, the labeled image is explored column by column from

top to down. Pixels corresponding to a transition between labels 2

and 1 and close to the first estimate are marked as boundary

points for the upper part of INL (GCL+IPL/INL interface) (Fig. 12b).

These points serve as initialization of an active contour, for the

purpose of filling in the gaps and regularizing the curve (Fig. 13).

A similar segmentation process is applied on the region

limited by the curve found previously and the OPL/ONL interface.

In this case, the classification image (Fig. 12c) is explored from

down to top in order to detect the transition between labels 2 and

1, corresponding to the INL/OPL interface (Fig. 12d). The obtained

INL segmentation is shown in Fig. 13.

3. Experiments and results

We detail in this section the results we obtained experimen-

tally, as well as the evaluation protocol of these results. This

protocol relies on a comparison of the segmentations realized

automatically by the proposed method and manually by the

experienced physicians, and a study of the intra and inter-

physician variability. Derived clinically relevant measurements

are compared as well. All these measures are analyzed to estimate

the precision and the accuracy of the proposed method.

3.1. Database

The database includes more than 700 images, from more than

100 healthy subjects. For the majority of the patients, two

sections of the retina were acquired, along a horizontal and a

vertical line for each eye. All subjects had a best corrected visual

acuity of at least 80 points on the ETDRS (Early Trial Diabetic

Fig. 10. Segmentation of the RNFL layer: (a) k-means applied on an area deduced from the ILM; (b) initialization of the active contour.

Fig. 11. Segmentation of the ONL layer: (a) k-means/MRF segmentation outputs (label 1 in red), (b) OPL/ONL localization. (For a better visualization, the image resolution

is increased by a factor 2 in the vertical direction). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 12. Localization of the INL layer: (a) k-means/MRF segmentation used for the detection of the GCL+IPL/INL boundary (label 1 in red, label 2 in green); (b) first estimate

of the GCL+IPL/INL interface (in cyan) and transition points detected around the previous estimate (in purple); (c) k-means/MRF segmentation used for the detection of the

INL/OPL boundary; (d) first estimate of the INL/OPL interface. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of

this article.)



Retinopathy Study) charts [23], and a normal fundus. This study

was conducted in accordance with French ethics regulation and

all subjects gave informed consent to participate. These images

were acquired by two different devices from the same model, 3D

OCT-1000 of Topcon [4], in different intervals of time, and from

the Spectralis Heidelberg OCT [3]. The segmentation method was

applied to all the images, and allowed determining more than 99%

of all layer interfaces. These results were visually validated by an

expert, whose experience in the field of OCT image interpretation

overtakes 12 years. The 1% failure detection occurs mostly for the

OPL/ONL boundary in some especially blurred images due to the

lack of strong gradients. The continuation of the evaluation

concerns the 99% of well-detected interfaces.

3.2. Evaluation protocol

We performed a quantitative evaluation of our method by

comparing the measures obtained automatically with those

derived from manual segmentations performed by five physi-

cians, on 14 images of the Topcon database and 16 images of the

Spectralis database. These images were selected to be represen-

tative of the quality and noise levels that occur throughout the

image databases.

The manual segmentation was performed using a software

developed under Matlab. Each physician has only to click with the

mouse on a finite number of points which belong to the chosen

interface and a spline interpolation is then computed. The

physician can repeat as many times as he wants each interface

segmentation until he is satisfied. The physicians have different

experiences in the field of the OCT images, varying from 4 years to

more than 12 years. The evaluation protocol is decomposed in

several steps:

� direct evaluation of the precision of interface locations by

calculating the mean square error (MSE), for each one,

between two different segmentations (Section 3.3.1);

� direct evaluation of regions (i.e. retinal layers) by calculating

similarity (S), specificity (SPEC) and sensitivity (SENS) indices

between two different segmentations (Section 3.3.2);

� evaluation of the derived measures of thickness of the main

retinal layers (retrospective evaluation of the segmentation) to

provide data for physicians, in order to study morphological

variations within a healthy population or provide some indica-

tions about a potential pathology (Section 3.4).

This protocol will allow us studying the inter-physicians varia-

bility and the difference between automated results and physi-

cian’s ones, by choosing as reference physician the most

experienced one. We will also calculate the intra-physician

variability of the MSE and derived measures, based on two

segmentations performed by the same physician. Note that this

last evaluation will be performed on only one image of the

database segmented by the same doctor at two different times.

Fig. 13. (a) Final segmentation; (b) and (c) zoom on the foveal region between the clivus from two different Spectralis images; (d) and (e) zoom on the foveal region

between the clivus from two different Topcon images.



3.3. Evaluation of the segmentation

In this section we will proceed to a first evaluation of our

method by direct comparison of the segmentation results. For

this, we will start with an evaluation of the interface segmenta-

tion, and then we will evaluate the segmented regions.

3.3.1. Evaluation of interfaces detection and localization

We calculate for each interface the mean square error (MSE)

between two different segmentations. Let us denote by Segði,jÞðyÞ
the abscissa of the interface i at the ordinate y for the segmenta-

tion performed by the physician j. We note yL and yR the ordinates

of the left and right clivus. The MSE measured between two

physicians j1 and j2, expressed in pixels, is calculated by

MSEðSegði,j1Þ,Segði,j2ÞÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

PyR
y ¼ yL

minyC fd2ððSeg
ði,j1ÞðyÞ,yÞ,ðSegði,j2ÞðyCÞ,yC ÞÞg

q

yRÿyLþ1

ð6Þ

where d is the Euclidean distance.

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the MSE obtained when comparing

the segmentations provided by each physician (Phi) with the ones

realized by the most experienced one (Phref ). The indicated values

are the mean and standard deviation calculated on the evaluation

sub-database. We also compare, in the same way, the interfaces

provided by our automatic method with those of the most

experienced physician.

As shown in Tables 2 and 3, our segmentation method gets, for

all detected interfaces, a MSE in the range of the inter-physician

ones. This proves the accuracy of the position of the interfaces

obtained by the proposed method.

Moreover, for several interfaces such as GCL/INL and IS/OS, the

MSE between our method and the most experienced physician is

lower than the inter-physicians variability. This is especially

noticeable for the interface ONL/IS that had not been detected

in previously published works (Fig. 15). Conversely, for the RNFL,

the mean MSE between our method and the most experimented

physician is greater than the inter-physicians MSE, for the Topcon

database. As shown in Fig. 14, physicians tend to distinguish the

RNFL/GCL+IPL interface until the foveola, while this interface

converges earlier to the ILM with our method. These differences

explain the lower performances observed in this case. However,

the same algorithm provides very accurate results on the Spec-

tralis database.

As shown in Table 3, there is a high similarity in the

segmentations made by the most experienced physician (Phref)

and the physician Ph6. This is probably because Ph6 and Phref

work together in the same team.

We also study the intra-physician variability, by calculating for

each physician the MSE between two different segmentations of

the same image. The results are presented in Table 4.

Table 4 shows the important intra-physician variability, with a

mean square error exceeding 3 pixels in some cases. Averaged

across the physicians, it varies between 1.33 pixels and 2.57

pixels. Although the results are not directly comparable, since the

number of involved images is different, the intra-physician errors

are on average of the same order of magnitude as the inter-

physician errors, explaining the observed variability in Tables 2

and 3. This is due to the lack of strong gradients between the

interfaces, leading automatically to some indetermination on

their position, so that the same physician cannot reproduce

identical segmentations. This is particularly obvious when con-

sidering the OPL/ONL interface (Fig. 15), which leads to the

highest variability, for both inter and intra studies.

Table 2

Inter-physicians and automatic/the most experienced physician mean squared

error (MSE) for the Topcon database.

Ph1/Phref Ph2/Phref Ph3/Phref Ph4/Phref Auto/Phref

ILM 1.4470.39 1.5670.69 1.6770.47 1.7370.32 1.8470.59

RNFL 2.5570.92 2.0770.78 2.0270.46 1.8470.44 2.4670.53

GCL/INL 1.6570.75 1.9470.71 2.0070.80 2.3270.98 1.4970.49

INL/OPL 1.7470.92 1.7771.03 1.8770.76 1.7471.04 1.8370.82

OPL/ONL 2.7371.15 3.1871.72 3.5971.36 3.2571.40 3.0371.29

ONL/IS 1.4770.36 1.4370.42 1.4270.38 1.5570.63 1.3370.33

IS/OS 1.2370.34 1.3270.33 1.2770.34 1.5370.52 0.9970.20

OS/RPE 1.9871.12 1.9970.87 2.4771.57 3.0471.54 1.8270.77

RPE/Ch 1.8370.68 2.5371.43 1.7070.65 1.8370.85 1.8770.56

Table 3

Inter-physicians and automatic/the most experienced physician mean squared

error (MSE) for the Spectralis database.

Ph6/Phref Ph7/Phref Ph3/Phref Ph8/Phref Auto/Phref

ILM 1.8770.33 1.7570.28 1.4570.35 1.3770.42 1.8970.48

RNFL 1.9671.67 2.6271.82 1.9771.83 1.6571.81 1.3070.83

GCL/INL 1.2170.92 1.5570.89 1.5970.64 1.2970.52 1.1970.54

INL/OPL 0.9770.42 1.7170.72 1.2070.57 1.2970.59 1.6570.75

OPL/ONL 2.1770.52 3.6472.05 3.0971.02 2.4771.18 2.8571.17

ONL/IS 0.7670.18 1.3670.39 1.2270.40 1.2070.58 1.0870.38

IS/OS 1.0670.48 1.2870.44 1.1570.22 1.0870.15 0.9470.36

OS/RPE 0.9170.43 2.2571.00 2.9770.69 2.7870.99 1.4870.62

RPE/Ch 2.5670.91 1.5370.38 1.4470.48 1.4570.53 1.5270.51

Fig. 14. Automatic (red) and manual (blue) segmentation of RNFL layer. (For

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred

to the web version of this article.)

Table 4

Intra-physicians mean squared error (MSE).

Phref Ph1 Ph2 Ph3 Ph4 Mean

ILM 2.31 2.8 1.83 2.94 2.08 2.3970.42

RNFL 0 1.68 1.85 1.55 1.59 1.3370.67

GCL/INL 1.87 1.91 1.03 2.36 1.88 1.8170.43

INL/OPL 2.06 3.27 1.71 1.98 1.56 2.1270.60

OPL/ONL 2.31 3.02 2.04 2.99 2.51 2.5770.38

ONL/IS 2.9 2.26 1.23 2.59 1.76 2.1570.59

IS/OS 2.56 2.47 1.03 2.58 2.07 2.1470.59

OS/RPE 2.61 1.77 3.78 2.22 2.02 2.4870.71

RPE/Ch 2.11 1.34 2.28 1.93 1.87 1.9170.32

Fig. 15. Inter-physicians variability for interfaces OPL/ONL and IS/OS.



Despite these observed differences between the automatic

segmentations and the ones provided by the most experienced

physician, this quantitative analysis shows that the proposed

segmentation method gives reproducible interfaces with enough

accuracy for clinical practice.

3.3.2. Evaluation of region segmentation

In the previous section, we have evaluated the accuracy of our

interface detection method. This study is now completed by a

region-oriented analysis, in order to provide more information

about the classification errors. Especially, we would like to

quantify for each delineated retinal layer whether it is more

prone to under-segmentation or over-segmentation, with regard

to the manual segmentation realized by the physicians. In addi-

tion, and in the clinical context, ophthalmologists need to quan-

tify some regions in order to diagnose some pathology. For

example, a decrease of the ONL surface, compared to normal

cases, can indicate a retinitis pigmentosa disease in its early

stage [24].

Thus, we compared each automatically segmented region with

the one segmented by the most experienced physician, based on

similarity (Eq. 7), sensitivity (Eq. 8) and specificity (Eq. 9) indices.

In the following equations, jRegði,jÞj represents the cardinality

of the set of pixels of the region i segmented by the physician j.

SðRegði,jÞ,Regði,Ref ÞÞ ¼ 2jRegði,jÞ \ Regði,Ref Þj
jRegði,jÞjþjRegði,Ref Þj

ð7Þ

SENSðRegði,jÞ,Regði,Ref ÞÞ ¼ jRegði,jÞ \ Regði,Ref Þj
jRegði,Ref Þj

ð8Þ

SPECðRegði,jÞ,Regði,Ref ÞÞ ¼ jRegði,jÞ \ Regði,Ref Þj
jRegði,jÞj

ð9Þ

The similarity is sensitive to variations in shape, size and position.

The sensitivity (SENS) and specificity (SPEC) measures give com-

plementary information about how the overlap of both structures

occurs. For example, if we have a low sensitivity with a high level

of specificity, this means that the result only covers a part of the

reference and does not overlap with the outside (under-segmen-

tation) and vice versa. Both criteria are equal to 1 if a perfect

overlap is achieved.

In this evaluation the two regions ONL and OPL are merged

together, since we observed a large inter-physician and intra-

physician variability in the determination of the OPL/ONL inter-

face, revealed by the MSE previously measured (Tables 2–4).

Tables 5–8 show the obtained measures. It can be observed

that results are satisfactory as SPEC and SENS are close to 1 in all

cases, and almost equal to the inter-physician ones.

We obtain slightly worse results for the RNFL layer on the

Topcon database, indicating an overall under-segmentation,

which can be explained by the differences between the auto-

mated and manual detections of the RNFL interface, as underlined

in Section 3.3.1. On the other hand, the highest indices are

obtained for the OPL+ONL region, which reaches very high

sensitivity and specificity (0.97) on the Topcon images. Indeed,

the result of the automatic segmentation is very close to the

manual one. We also observe a very good robustness of the

automatic segmentation process, since the standard deviations of

the indices measured between the automatic and the reference

segmentations do not exceed 0.14.

Finally, we verified for all regions the index of similarity (S).

The index S is sensitive to variations in shape, size and position

and a value of S40:7 indicates a strong agreement [25]. We found

that S is in all cases greater than 0.7 and that it ranges from 0.87

for the RNFL layer to 0.97 for OPL+ONL layer.

3.3.3. Discussion of results of segmentation

This direct evaluation of the retinal layer segmentation con-

firms that our approach allows us to get accurate and robust

segmentations, which are comparable to the physician’s ones.

Moreover, neither under nor over-segmentation was observed

excepted for the RNFL layer on the Topcon images. This is

important to avoid potential bias in the diagnosis. In addition,

our method shows a good agreement with physicians for the

localization of photoreceptor segments that had not been

detected before.

3.4. Evaluation of retinal thickness measures

In this section we will evaluate the measures derived from the

segmentation. The physicians defined ten thickness measures

(Fig. 16), by taking the clivus as reference. These measures are:

Table 5

Sensitivity for the Topcon database.

Ph1/Phref Ph2/Phref Ph3/Phref Ph4/Phref Auto/Phref

RNFL 0.8770.06 0.9170.05 0.9170.06 0.8870.05 0.8270.08

GCL+IPL 0.9770.03 0.9370.05 0.9370.04 0.9270.04 0.9770.03

INL 0.9170.05 0.8870.08 0.9270.06 0.9270.06 0.8870.06

OPL+ONL 0.9770.02 0.9770.02 0.9770.03 0.9770.03 0.9770.02

IS 0.9370.03 0.9470.03 0.9270.03 0.9470.03 0.9570.02

OS 0.8670.10 0.8470.10 0.7670.16 0.970.07 0.8970.10

RPE 0.9270.04 0.8370.08 0.9670.02 0.7770.06 0.8670.04

Table 6

Sensitivity for the Spectralis database.

Ph6/Phref Ph7/Phref Ph3/Phref Ph8/Phref Auto/Phref

RNFL 0.9870.03 0.9770.03 0.9770.02 0.9570.03 0.9670.03

GCL+IPL 0.9170.02 0.9070.04 0.9270.04 0.9370.03 0.9270.04

INL 0.9270.02 0.9470.03 0.9570.04 0.9670.03 0.9770.02

OPL+ONL 0.8070.01 0.9570.02 0.9670.02 0.9670.02 0.9670.02

IS 0.8670.01 0.9870.02 0.9870.01 0.9870.02 0.9570.02

OS 0.7570.07 0.7370.08 0.7670.07 0.7770.08 0.7870.14

RPE 0.9970.04 0.7870.05 0.7970.04 0.8070.05 0.8170.10

Table 7

Specificity for the Topcon database.

Ph1/Phref Ph2/Phref Ph3/Phref Ph4/Phref Auto/Phref

RNFL 0.9470.04 0.9370.03 0.9470.03 0.9670.02 0.9770.03

GCL+IPL 0.9470.04 0.9770.03 0.9770.03 0.9770.03 0.9470.04

INL 0.9170.08 0.9170.08 0.8770.08 0.8670.08 0.9470.06

OPL+ONL 0.9770.02 0.9870.03 0.9870.02 0.9770.02 0.9770.02

IS 0.8970.03 0.8970.03 0.970.04 0.8770.05 0.8970.03

OS 0.8870.09 0.8870.09 0.9170.05 0.7470.14 0.8870.08

RPE 0.8970.07 0.9370.07 0.8670.08 0.9770.03 0.9470.07

Table 8

Specificity for the Spectralis database.

Ph6/Phref Ph7/Phref Ph3/Phref Ph8/Phref Auto/Phref

RNFL 0.8970.03 0.8770.03 0.8870.03 0.8970.03 0.8970.07

GCL+IPL 0.8670.06 0.8470.07 0.8670.05 0.8770.06 0.8970.08

INL 0.7870.09 0.7470.07 0.7170.05 0.7370.07 0.8170.09

OPL+ONL 0.7270.08 0.7570.08 0.6970.06 0.7170.09 0.7970.06

IS 0.8470.06 0.8670.06 0.8270.04 0.8370.06 0.8870.04

OS 0.7370.09 0.8170.10 0.7270.08 0.7670.09 0.8170.05

RPE 0.9970.02 0.9270.06 0.9570.05 0.9270.06 0.9770.05



foveal thickness (D1f), total thickness at both clivus (D1Cl and

D1Cr), thickness of the INL at both clivus (D2Cl and D2Cr), thickness

of the OPL at both clivus (D3Cl and D3Cr), foveal thickness of the

ONL (D4f) and thickness of the ONL at both clivus (D4Cl and D4Cr).

The spatial resolution of the images is not exactly known for the

images acquired from the Topcon device and varies from an

acquisition to another one, which does not allow having an exact

equivalence between number of pixels and microns. We have

therefore agreed with the physicians to use relative measures,

normalized by the total thickness of the retina evaluated at the

left clivus.

The graph in Fig. 17 shows the thickness measurements

derived from manual (green) and automatic segmentations (red)

of the sub-base as well as the segmentation of the whole database

Fig. 16. Segmentation of the retinal layers and derived measures.
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(blue). We represent for every measure the interval of the values

(between two ‘+’) and their average (‘�’ ).
Fig. 17 indicates a very good agreement between measure-

ments performed manually and those obtained by the automatic

segmentation. It is interesting to note that the measures calcu-

lated on the entire database provide average values similar to

those obtained on the whole validation base, with standard

deviations slightly larger, which illustrates the representativeness

of the chosen examples for the quantitative evaluation.

Let us denote by Dði,jÞ a thickness measure computed on the

image i by the physician j or by our automatic method. We

calculate for each measure the difference between the measure-

ment made by the most experienced physician (j¼Ref) and our

automatic method (jDði,Ref ÞÿDði,AutoÞj, in red), inter-physician

difference (jDði,Ref ÞÿDði,jÞj, in blue) and intra-physician difference

(jDði,jÞ
t1 ÿDði,jÞ

t2 j, in green).

All measures are normalized by the total thickness, as

explained before. Fig. 18 represents the interval of variation of

the measure errors, as well as the mean values.

We notice that the differences between our results and those

of the most experienced physician do not exceed the values of

inter-physician variability for all measures except for D3cr

(thickness of the OPL at right clivus) and D4F (foveal thickness

of the ONL) for both databases, and for D2cl (thickness of the INL

at left clivus) for the Spectralis database, however, with small

differences. The intra-physician variability, although generally

weaker than the inter-physician variability, is nevertheless

important, and stronger than the automatic-physicians variability

in some cases (INL thickness D2, foveal thickness D1f and D1cr for

the Topcon database and foveal thickness D1cr, INL thickness D2cr,

OPL thickness D3cl and ONL thickness D4cr, D4cl at the clivus for

the Spectralis database). This shows that our segmentation

method provides sufficiently accurate measurements.

The thicknesses are measured at three points (two clivus and

the fovea) and thus derive directly from the interface detection. It

is therefore not surprising to observe a strong correlation between

the thickness precision and the mean square errors (Tables 2 and

3). For instance, the INL thickness (D2) measure, which is based

on GCL/INL and INL/OPL interfaces, has a greater inter and intra-

physician variability than our method compared to the most

experienced physician. This is confirmed by the MSE values in

Tables 2–4. It is worth noting that results could be different if the

physicians had made direct measurements of thickness on the

images without preliminary delineation of the interfaces.
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3.5. Discussion

Our algorithm has been applied on images coming from two

different OCT devices and from more than 100 healthy subjects.

Thus, there is a great variability in the database, in terms of image

contrast, signal to noise ratio and retina anatomy. In spite of this,

our method leads to satisfactory segmentation results and thick-

ness measurements, even for the most difficult interfaces. In

particular, the ONL/IS interface, which to our knowledge had

not yet been addressed, is very accurately located, when com-

pared to the physician delineations. The evaluation proves the

reliability of our automatic segmentation method and its possible

use for clinical diagnosis, since all validation measures discussed

above are in the range of inter-physicians variability.

The proposed method was a basis for a preliminary study of

variation of the morphology of foveal and perifoveal layers within

a population of healthy subjects. We found that the profile of the

fovea changed with axial length, with a relative increase of central

ONL thickness which underlies a corresponding increase of foveal

thickness. Independently of axial length, a large variability of the

OPL/ONL complex was noted. On the opposite, the maximal

retinal thickness was stable over a large range of axial length

and had a low coefficient of variation. No gender-related differ-

ences were noted.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel algorithm for segmenting eight layers in

OCT retinal images has been proposed. Our algorithm is based

mainly on global methods, which go beyond the limits of local

methods by combining local information with more global fea-

tures, ensuring a consistent behavior for all layers in all images.

Although the method involves a number of parameters, they are

either set to a constant value for all images, according to some

anatomical knowledge (such as the number of classes in the

k-means algorithm) or determined automatically for each case

based on information extracted from the image to be processed

(such as for the ONL/IS junction or for noise parameters). Hence

no user interaction is required to tune the parameters. A quanti-

tative evaluation has been performed on 14 images from the

Topcon database and 16 images from the Spectralis database

covering the usually observed variability, by comparing the

results with those obtained manually. The quantitative results

show a very good agreement and high correlation between

measures. Also the distance between the manually segmented

interfaces and the automated ones proves the accuracy of our

segmentation method, including for interfaces that were not

addressed before in the literature, such as the interface between

the inner segments of photoreceptors (IS) and the outer nuclear

layer (ONL). The inter and intra-physician variability was also

studied to show that the results obtained by the proposed method

are in the range of values of manual segmentation made by

physicians. All these measures are necessary to assist ophthal-

mologists to analyze the structure of the retinal tissue and its

variability. Such segmentation will help ophthalmologists to

improve the accuracy of diagnosis of blinding retinal diseases,

especially for the early detection of alteration of specific cell

populations and/or substructures (for instance, photoreceptor

outer segments). In the near future, this will be of interest

for the follow-up of neuroprotective and regenerative treat-

ments. A more distant yet reachable perspective is automated

diagnosis.
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